We demonstrate in numerical experiments that estimators of strength and directionality of coupling between oscillators based on modeling of their phase dynamics [D.A. Smirnov and B.P. Bezruchko, Phys. Rev. E 68, 046209 (2003)] are widely applicable. Namely, although the expressions for the estimators and their confidence bands are derived for linear uncoupled oscillators under the influence of independent sources of Gaussian white noise, they turn out to allow reliable characterization of coupling from relatively short time series for different properties of noise, significant phase nonlinearity of the oscillators, and non-vanishing coupling between them. We apply the estimators to ana- 
INTRODUCTION
Characterization of coupling between two oscillatory systems from their time series is an important task in different fields of scientific research and practice, including climatology 22 , electronics 23 , and physiology 24 . Thus, a great deal of attention is paid nowadays to investigation of interaction between human cardio-vascular and respiratory systems 16, 18, 19, [25] [26] [27] [28] and to analysis of multichannel EEG and MEG recordings [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 15, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , in particular, with the purpose to localize epileptic foci 9, 15, 29, 30, 32, 34 . Most of the well-known approaches, such as cross-spectral analysis and information-theoretic characteristics, are often insufficient to detect directional coupling from complex realworld signals. In the last years, new promising techniques are suggested by nonlinear dynamics, see comparative study of several approaches in Refs. 21 and 31.
One family of nonlinear approaches exploits the idea to analyze interdependencies between
phases of the oscillatory systems. The most sensitive approach within this family involves construction of an empiric model for the phase dynamics and calculation of interaction strength from the values of its parameters. The idea is suggested originally in Ref. 17 and the technique to realize it is called "evolution map approach" (EMA). It is efficient for analysis of oscillatory processes unsynchronized with each other and exhibiting pronounced main rhythms of oscillations that allows to introduce well-defined phases. In its initial version, EMA provides reliable results for stationary time series of quite a considerable length, such as 5000 characteristic periods under moderate noise levels. A very similar approach is proposed by Kiemel et al 14, 20 . However, in practice one often encounters nonstationary signals, e.g., EEG recordings are well-known to be highly nonstationary 36 . Thus, the problem of coupling characterization from short time series segments inevitably arises. To address it, special corrections have been introduced into formulas for the EMA coupling estimators, so that the latter become unbiased even in the case of relatively short time series (down to 50 basic periods), and expressions for their confidence bands have been derived in Ref. 1 . The modified expressions for the coupling estimators are derived under the assumptions of linear uncoupled phase oscillators influenced by independent sources of Gaussian white noise. Their applicability in other cases has neither been rigorously proven, nor thoroughly investigated experimentally. Our purpose here consists in a systematical investigation of the limits of applicability of the modified EMA estimators. Relevance and applied importance of such a work is justified by a variety of situations, where one needs to detect weak coupling from short time series and the modified EMA appears very sensitive and reliable. Yet, under some conditions its efficiency deteriorates, so that other techniques can be more effective as discussed in Sec. 4.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the modified EMA in Sec. 2.1 and a technique to find out limits of its applicability in Sec. 2. 
METHODS

Modified evolution map approach
The main idea of the original method is to estimate how strongly future evolution of the phase of one system depends on the current value of the phase of the other system. To achieve this, one obtains time series of the oscillations' phases { } 
where p.v. stands for the Cauchy principal value. Then, one defines complex analytic signal 16, 37 . The second approach is to define ) (t z k via complex wavelet transform: 16, 40 .
After calculation of the phases, one constructs a mathematical model from their time realizations. Model structure is chosen based on the following considerations. In variety of situations, the phase dynamics of oscillators exhibiting a pronounced main rhythm are adequately described with stochastic differential equations of the form If the "true" equations for phase dynamics were known a priori, then the intensity 1 с of the influence of the second system on the first one (2→1) would be defined as the steepness of the de- [ ] 
where i ε are independent Gaussian noises with variances τ σ γ and δˆ may become biased and the expressions for their confidence bands may no longer correspond to 95% reliability.
In this work, we vary different properties of oscillators and find out where the estimators 2 , 1 γ and δˆ are still reliable. To accomplish this, we aim at answering the following questions:
• "under what conditions the estimators 2 , 1 γ remain unbiased?";
• "under what conditions the probability of erroneous conclusions about coupling presence and directionality remains less than 5 % ?";
• since one may also obtain indefinite conclusions about coupling character, i.e. that it is impossi- . We consider the following PDFs:
• unsmooth PDF -uniform distribution on a finite interval;
• asymmetric PDF -demeaned chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom;
• bimodal PDF -random alternation of values drawn from two Gaussian distributions with the same variance and different expectations. Thus, the domain of the estimators' applicability appears quite significant with respect to the nonlinearity strength for all three cases considered, different nonlinearities manifesting themselves in a very similar manner. In other words, linearity of the oscillators is not a necessary condition for the estimators' applicability and can be moderately violated.
To Fig. 3 (а) . So, the "rule of thumb" that ρ close to 0.6 is a sign of danger 23 for application of the EMA seems to be roughly confirmed here.
The causes of bias in the estimates in the case of large k are following: (i) synchronization for low noise levels [ Fig. 3 (а) ], (ii) nonlinearity of the phase dynamics induced by the presence of coupling for high noise levels. At a given noise level, the best situation is an intermediate strength of unidirectional coupling, since at weak coupling the probability of correct conclusion is low due to noise and at strong coupling the estimates become biased due to synchronization or just phase nonlinearity. Domain of the estimators' applicability widens with the time series length at fixed sampling frequency, see a big region in Fig. 3 (b) for time series length N = 4000. Note that right boundary is not a vertical line any more: for higher noise level stronger coupling is acceptable since intensive noise prevents synchronization that is good for the modified EMA application. For shorter time series strong noise is not so useful [almost vertical right boundary for N = 1000, Fig. 3 (a) and (b)] because there is no enough data to reliably extract information about coupling. If the time series length is increased only due to increase in sampling frequency, the results almost do not change, see the dashed line in Fig. 3 (b) . The reason is that new data points sampled from the same time interval are highly correlated with the data already present, so that the former provide almost no new infor-mation about the dynamics. Thus, it is not reasonable to aim at a very high sampling frequency, it is enough to use a frequency sufficient for reliable phase extraction (20 data points per basic period 16 ).
FIG. 3.
Regions of the coupling estimators applicability on the plane "coupling -noise" for unidirectionally coupled phase oscillators -system (3) with
base case of N=1000 and π Similar conclusions can be drawn for different coupling functions. Fig. 4 (a) shows the results for the system (3) with
Here synchronization does not take place even for very strong coupling, so that no problem arises with increase in coupling strength.
Only the boundary determined by high noise (low number of correct conclusions about coupling) is observed. Fig. 4 (b) is obtained for the system (3) with
where φ ∆ is phase difference Thus, the estimators are widely applicable in respect of coupling intensity in all examples.
Bidirectional coupling.
) sin( ) , ( Again, there are two causes that limit the estimators' applicability. For low noise level, there is mainly an increase in oscillations' synchrony, which induces biases in the estimators. For high noise level, there is a significant scattering of the estimates' values, which induces small probability of correct conclusions about coupling character.
In relative units (k/ω 2 and 2 2 / πω σ ) the limits of applicability are up to 8% for coupling strength at noise level up to 2% and up to 2 % for coupling strength at noise level about 5%. Noise level of 5 % is the greatest allowable one. Thus, for bidirectional coupling the method also works properly for significant intervals of coupling strength and noise intensity values. But the region of applicability is narrower than that presented in Fig.3 (a) since asymmetry in coupling is small.
Bounds of the region of applicability move apart with increase in coupling asymmetry and fixed overall coupling strength. So, the case of unidirectional coupling considered above is the easiest one for the determination of coupling directionality.
FIG. 5.
Regions of the coupling estimators applicability on the plane "coupling -noise" for bidirectionally coupled phase oscillators -system (3) with ) sin(
Van der Pol and van der Pol -Duffing oscillators
More realistic is a situation where one observes not phases directly but rather some variables from which one needs to calculate phases and, hence, may introduce some additional errors. To simulate such a situation, first, we take coupled van der Pol oscillators as an object: . In Fig. 6 (a) we present the region where the estimators are unbiased (right boundary) and the probability of correct conclusion about coupling presence is greater than 75 % (left boundary). ρ reaches approximately 0.7 within the region, again in good agreement with the rule that 6 . 0 > ρ is dangerous for the method application. The boundaries are almost straight lines. As usually, ρ becomes greater to the right from this region and estima-tors become biased due to significant of oscillations. Left boundary is determined by low probability of correct conclusions due to noise. The results are quite analogous to Fig. 3 (a) . Range of applicability here is up to 6.5 % for coupling strength [less than for the phase oscillators, Fig. 2 Range of the method efficiency is shown in Fig. 6 (c) . In relative units along vertical axis (ratio of s to the standard deviation of 2 x which is equal to 1.5), one obtains that observational noise level up to 25 % may be allowable. Again, the range of the method applicability is not infinitesimally small but rather significant.
Van der Pol -Duffing oscillators.
Finally, we present the results for a bit different nonlinearity of oscillators -unidirectionally coupled van der Pol -Duffing oscillators
with 05 .
ξ independent Gaussian white noises, observational noise is absent. Other conditions are the same as above. Fig. 6 (d) shows that the results are very close to that reported for van der Pol oscillators. So, wide applicability of the estimators is again confirmed.
Application to EEG data
The data were recorded from intracranial depth electrodes implanted in a patient with medically-refractory temporal lobe epilepsy as part of routine clinical investigations to determine candidacy for epilepsy surgery. The recordings included several left temporal neocortical → hippocampal seizures that occurred over the course of a long partial status epilepticus, see an example in Fig.   7 (a). Two channels were analyzed: the first channel situated in the left hippocampus, the second channel in the left temporal neocortex, where the "interictal" activity between seizures at the time was comprised of pseudoperiodic epileptiform discharges. Visual analysis of the interictal-ictal transitions (shown with vertical dashed lines) determined that the seizures all started first in the neocortex, with an independent seizure subsequently beginning at the ipsilateral hippocampus. We analyzed 4 recordings, but here we present the results for only one of them for the sake of brevity, simply as an illustration of application of the method to a nonstationary real-world system. Similar results of this type are observed for the three of the four analyzed recordings and not observed for one of them. Right now, we do not draw any definite conclusions about applicability of the method to localize epileptic focus. This is only the first attempt and, of course, more EEG recordings should be processed to quantify the method's sensitivity and specificity. This is a subject of ongoing research. Therefore, the results presented in this Section should not be overestimated, being rather an illustration of the way how to apply the method in practice and what kind of information one can expect from it.
DISCUSSION
Numerical experiments demonstrate that the estimators of coupling between oscillatory systems based on phase dynamics modeling are sufficiently widely applicable. Although they are derived under the strict assumption of linear uncoupled oscillators and independent sources of Gaussian white noise, they are valid for various dynamical noise properties including the case of common noise and finite (not negligibly small) strengths of nonlinearity, coupling, and observational noise.
Thus, we conclude that
• variation of ACFs and PDFs of dynamical noise in difference equation for the phase dynamics does not affect applicability of the estimators;
• significant individual phase nonlinearity of the oscillators (up to 30-300 % of the linear component of the restoring force), unidirectional coupling strength (up to 30-40%), and observational noise (up to 25 %) may be allowable;
• the "rule of thumb" that mean phase coherence close to 0.6 warns about problems is generally confirmed, but strictly speaking any value of 8 . 0 0 < < ρ is neither a sufficient nor a necessary indicator for the estimators' applicability (on the one hand, they may be biased already for • the probability of correct conclusion about coupling character is very small for weak coupling and large noise, but the corresponding bound moves apart with increase in time series length N at fixed sampling frequency (increase in the number of basic periods contained in a time series);
• the probability of erroneous conclusion about coupling character is high for strong coupling due to considerable synchrony of oscillations, the corresponding bound depends relatively slightly on N especially for low dynamical noise level.
When the modified EMA approach is not reliable (ill-defined phases, too strong noise, too strong coupling, too strong phase nonlinearity), other techniques may be efficient. Thus, wellknown cross-correlation function and Fourier coherence are the methods of choice for very strong coupling and high level of observational noise. Moreover, they can be easily applied to short time series. However, the reverse of the medal is that they are capable of detecting only very strong and simple (linear) relationships between the oscillators' dynamics and, generally speaking, they may reveal only the presence of coupling, not directionality. There exist nonlinear generalizations of these techniques such as information-theoretic approaches 4, 5 and nearest neighbors statistics in reconstructed state spaces 6, 7, 9 . These nonlinear techniques are more advanced in that they can reveal weak and complicated (nonlinear) interactions and their directionality, but simultaneously they are much more demanding in respect of time series length. Detailed comparison of one of the state space approaches and the modified EMA is given in Ref. 21 . A strong coupling making the systems close to some type of synchronous regime (possibly nonlinear) is readily detected even in the presence of observational noise with "multidimensional phase coupling" 13 (for detection of interrelations in reconstructed state spaces) or mean phase coherence 15 (for detection of interrelations between the phases).
It is not possible here to discuss in detail various relationships between different coupling characterization techniques. However, we would like to stress that methods based on phase dynamics analysis seem to be the best for coupling characterization between weakly coupled oscillatory systems with well-defined phases, a situation widely spread in practice. The EMA is one of the best among these techniques as shown in Ref. 18 nonlinearity and coupling (though not dramatically, as we showed here), but is much simpler and faster. Besides, the EMA is used with an optimal value of τ, typically about a basic period of oscillations. Such a choice, as a rule, provides characteristics with significantly greater sensitivity to weak coupling than small τ which is close to the approach of Kiemel et al. Finally, both approaches can be regarded as slightly different versions of the same phase dynamics modeling approach.
The modified EMA analyzed here is the extension of the EMA to short time series so that it seems to be a very powerful method and deserves special attention. Based on considering several exemplary oscillators, we formulated empiric conditions for applicability of the corresponding coupling estimators. Even though these conditions could be somewhat different for other types of nonlinearity and coupling between oscillators, our results seem sufficiently representative and already allow to state that such conditions are rather mild. Thereby, we confirm the potential for the application of the estimators in practice to analyze real-world complex systems. In particular, our first attempt to apply them for epileptic focus localization from multichannel intracranial EEG recordings illustrated in the present paper looks promising. 
